Characteristics of bipolar disorder patients given antidepressants.
Evidence concerning efficacy of antidepressants in bipolar disorder remains inconsistent and inconclusive. As the appropriate clinical use for such patients remains unclear, we characterized outpatients with bipolar disorders who were or were not treated with antidepressants. Clinical data were collected systematically from consecutive outpatients in 11 participating Argentine mood-disorder clinics in 2007-2008. Diagnoses met DSM-IV criteria, supported by structured interviews based on the MINI-500. Of 338 outpatients diagnosed with bipolar I (45.0%), II (29.3%), or not-otherwise-specified (NOS) (25.7%) disorder, 128 (37.9%) received antidepressants. Subjects given antidepressants or not did not differ significantly by presence or severity of current depression or being suicidal but were more likely to be women. Bipolar I disorder patients were three times less likely than types II or NOS to receive an antidepressant, with or without a mood-stabilizer or antimanic agent. Despite inconclusive evidence for efficacy and safety of antidepressants in various phases of bipolar disorders, 37.9% of such patients were receiving an antidepressant in 11 Argentine outpatient clinics. Antidepressant treatment was least likely with type I disorder and was independent of current depression and not associated with more use of mood-stabilizing or antimanic agents.